About RAA AOL Clean Hand Rub

RAA AOL Clean Hand Rub is an Instant Drying Hand Disinfecting agent. It delivers instant actions against
bacterial organism which makes it instantly effective, gentle, and an easy to use product. It is infused with
the superior

synergized in Hydrogen peroxide in addition to the high

concentration of Alcohol. The
as a controller against H1N1 and Tuberculosis Bacteria.

gives it the unique and one of a kind ability to act

When soap and water are not readily available, RAA AOL Clean Hand Rub is the most effective cleansing
agent. Due to its ready to go packaging, it can be used for disinfecting during travels, shopping, schools or
even at home. RAA AOL’s
agent.

makes it the most effective instant disinfecting

Why is it so Important and Effective?

RAA AOL Clean Hand Rub is made of 3 essential Ingredients:o Hydrogen Peroxide
o Alcohol
RAA AOL Clean Hand Rub employs not 1, not 2 but a 3 Phase disinfecting sequence
Phase 1: - The Alcohol destroys the outer layer of the bacterial cell.
Phase 2:- The oxidation of the Hydrogen Peroxide liberated a Single Oxygen Molecule. The liberated
oxygen is proven worldwide to impart disinfecting properties.
Phase 3:- The
, interrupts the DNA Strand of the bacteria, which stops
the metabolism and multiplication of the bacteria cells.

How to use?

Areas of Application
The unique

does not stop at cleansing

hands. The specially engineered
Hydrogen Peroxide
Technology infused in the RAA AOL Clean Hand Rub allows it to be
used on bacterial and viral disinfecting agent.

Things to take care off

o Store in air tight condition
o Keep away from direct sunlight

Other Innovative

RAA AOL Antimicrobial Fabric Cleaner
RAA AOL Anti-Microbial Floor Disinfectant
RAA AOL Anti-Microbial Fumigation Liquid
RAA AOL Hand Wash
Contact Us - Corporate Office

Ambani Organics Ltd.
801, 8th Floor, 351 Icon, Next to Nataraj Rustomji,
Western Express Highway, Andheri East, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400 069.
Cont. No.: -022 2682 2027 / 28 / 29 | e-mail ID: - raaaol@ambaniorganics.com
Website:- www.ambaniorganics.com

The Information provided in this leaflet is in good faith but without warranty as conditions of storage and use are beyond our control. The ingredients of the product
are subject to change without prior notice, for the improvement and safety and quality of the product. For any technical help, please call or write to us.

